ABSTRACT In this paper, a vehicular cloud (VC) model is adopted where vehicles offer data as a service. We propose solutions for efficient data delivery based on transmission scheduling methods where vehicles gather data from their mounted sensors. This is done by first organizing vehicles into clusters, so that each cluster works as VC. A distributed D-hop cluster formation algorithm is presented to dynamically form vehicle clouds. The algorithm groups vehicles into non-overlapping clusters, which have adaptive sizes according to their mobility. VCs are created in such a way that each vehicle is at most D-hops away from a cloud coordinator (broker). Each vehicle chooses its broker based on relative mobility calculations within its D-hop neighbors. After cloud construction, a mathematical optimization scheduling algorithm is used to maximize throughput and minimize delay in delivering data from vehicles to their VC broker. Our proposed optimization model implements a contention-free-based medium access control where physical conditions of the channel are fully analyzed. Extensive simulations were performed for different scenarios to evaluate the performance of the proposed cloud formation and cloud-based transmission scheduling algorithms. Results show that VCs formed by our algorithms are more stable and provide higher data throughputs compared with others.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most vehicles have integrated computers and data processing units available as standard. New advances in vehicular technology have allowed vehicles to be more intelligent, provide a more pleasant driving experience, and avoid accidents. These new advances rely on the capability of vehicles to collect and process data available from their on-board sensors. Enclosed in new vehicular technology, is also vehicular communication. With embedded communication, vehicles can interact with their environment to support advanced safety applications. In fact, the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated a 75 MHz spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC), specifically for vehicular communications [1] , [2] . With their communication, sensing, and processing power, vehicle capabilities could, however, exceed the sole needs of safety applications [3] , [4] . More sophisticated applications, such as Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) could be operable in tandem [4] .
Cloud computing makes an abstraction of the used access technology, and the used communication architecture, while maintaining the idea of service ubiquity [5] . Unlike cloud computing, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) was introduced to extend that ubiquity to mobile users [6] .
VCC is a concept which constitutes the merging of MCC and Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET). Vehicles are a good platform for computing and communication which is potentially underutilized [7] , [8] . VCC aims to make an efficient use of resources available in vehicles, such as computing, sensing, and communication to provide useful services. However, achieving VCC does not come without challenges. In VC, vehicles are dynamic and consequently available resources too. New developments must be made to support such mobility and dynamicity in resources [4] , [9] , [10] .
In this paper, we propose solutions to form VCs which provide efficient service delivery to outside users. We consider specifically data-as-a-service (DaaS), wherein data is collected from mounted sensors on vehicles. Data can be used to enable diverse applications such as real-time vehicular traffic engineering, weather analysis, police reports, emergency management, navigation, etc. To deliver services, mobile vehicles dynamically establish VCs, hence becoming vehicular cloud members (CMs). To reduce broadband usage cost, we propose a model where CMs deliver their collected data via multi-hop VANET communications, to a cloud coordinator or broker. Another important advantage of using multi-hop communication within VC, is allowing possible pre-processing, such as data aggregation or faulty data weeding-out, prior to sending data to the broker. The cloud broker controls networking resources inside VC by scheduling CMs transmissions. The broker also delivers the collected data to users outside VC through its 4G or similar connection.
To construct VCs, we propose DHCV, a distributed D-hop clustering algorithm for VANET, where CMs are at most D-hops away from the cloud broker. We show that DHCV constructs more stable clouds than other compared schemes, even in highly dynamic vehicular environments. Stable clouds avoid the necessity of frequent cloud reorganization and transmission rescheduling. Stable cloud also allow reducing interruptions in service delivery caused by reorganization.
To schedule transmissions inside VC by the cloud broker, we propose a non-compact optimization model that optimizes transmission scheduling with the objective to maximize CMs service delivery. Our optimization solution considers both the physical layer and the medium access control (MAC) layer for more reliable transmissions' scheduling; therefore, the problem can be classified as a cross layer design problem. The objective is to optimally assign different times for the operation of different communication links of CMs, in order to maximize throughput and minimize delay of VC data delivery. To the best of our knowledge, no such crosslayer optimization scheme for multi-hop contention-free link activation for VC has been proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 describes the cloud formation algorithm. Section 4 presents the proposed transmission scheduling optimization model. Section 5 evaluates the cloud formation algorithm and optimization model via simulations. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
VC can be considered as a cluster of vehicles which make available their underutilized resources and collaborate with each other to provide services to authorized users [4] , [7] , [11] . In VC, resources need to analyzed and coordinated dynamically [3] , [12] , [13] . With VC, vehicular CMs 1 can be used to provide services cooperatively [14] . Conversely, VC can leverage road side units (RSUs) networking capabilities to get connected to conventional clouds [15] - [17] . Using this method, powerful server resources hosted in the cloud can be made available to vehicles, which then act as service consumers [18] , [19] . CMs might, finally, exchange services with conventional cloud so that CMs are simultaneously service consumers and providers [20] .
In this work, we use VC to enable DaaS for authorized users. In order to efficiently manage CM networking resources in such a mobile and dynamic environment, we propose a novel clustering method to construct VCs. Clustering methods can be used to form VCs in order to coordinate and allocate resources inside clouds [9] , [21] - [23] . A VC broker, called hereafter CH, can undertake a management role inside its VC [24] - [26] . In this work, we propose a mathematical optimization scheduling algorithm to be used by CH to manage transmissions within VC. The algorithm optimally determines when to activate/deactivate different sets of transmission links in different periods of time to maximize throughput and minimize delay for data transmission by CMs. Hereafter, we present a review of existing representative clustering schemes and cluster-based transmission scheduling methods.
VANETs are ad-hoc networks that are established to allow vehicles to communicate with each other for specific purposes, such as safety, road traffic management and data sharing [20] , [27] . Dynamic and dense network topology characteristics in VANETs cause problems, such as congestion, rerouting and the hidden terminal. Clustering can be used to ease the above-mentioned problems. Vehicle movement, high topology changes, and availability of energy sources in VANETs make clustering algorithms proposed for other kinds of ad-hoc networks such as sensor networks, not suitable to be used in VANETs. Conversely, some characteristics of vehicles are helpful in designing clustering algorithms for VANET. For example, vehicle movement patterns are predictable and can be retrieved from the road structure and driver behavior [28] , [29] . GPS can be used to recover the location of vehicles and digital maps can be helpful for tracking purposes. Two main categories of clustering algorithms in VANETs have been proposed so far [30] ; one is location service dependent; wherein location, speed, and movement direction are used for clustering; another one is based on collective computable parameters, such as radio propagation, connectivity, vehicle density, etc. The vast majority of existing clustering algorithms pertaining to both categories construct only one-hop clusters. For example, stability based clustering algorithm (SBCA) [31] is a one-hop clustering algorithm which uses relative mobility of vehicles, and focuses on CH accessibility as an essential factor for clustering. To enhance cluster stability, SBCA choses secondary cluster (SC) heads along with CH. SBCA uses carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) for transmission scheduling, therefore contention on the communication channel is frequent.
The MAC protocol designed for 802.11p is based on CSMA/CA [1] , [2] . This protocol can be impacted by several factors, such as vehicles' high mobility, hidden nodes, and interference. In a dense network, most vehicles will choose a long contention period to access the medium which, in turn, will decrease packet delivery rate and increase delay VOLUME 4, 2016 for delivering packets. Several protocols were proposed to address the mentioned issues. For example, space division multiple access (SDMA) protocol [32] assigns different frequency bands to multiple space units in the network. Another example protocol is AD-HOC MAC [33] ; it performs transmission scheduling based on assigning time slots to vehicles willing to access the medium. Nevertheless, the performance of these two protocols decreases in high-density because of contentions and hidden nodes; in this case, performance can be improved by clustering of vehicles. In [34] , Hang et al. proposed a one-hop clustering scheme which tries to improve the MAC layer performance by clustering vehicles and allowing CH to coordinate cluster members' (CMs) access to the shared medium. The scheme incorporates a clustering algorithm, contention free and contention based MAC to support real time transmission of safety messages and non-real time vehicle communication with quality of services (QoS); the clustering algorithm uses vehicle movement direction as a clustering metric and schedules transmission in one-hop communication range. Cluster-based MAC protocol (D-CBM) [35] solves the hidden node problem by grouping vehicles together in clusters, vehicles with the lowest relative mobility to each-other. D-CBM operates using either CSMA/CA or collision free time division multiple access (TDMA) schemes. In the latter case, D-CBM, CH schedules transmissions and broadcasts the schedule in a one-hop cluster region. In [36] , the authors proposed a QoS based transmission scheduling called ''QoS-TDMA''; it uses prereserved time slots which satisfy service priority. To perform one-hop scheduling, the authors use clustering based on the speeds and directions of vehicles. In the clusters, CH takes the role of coordinator and assigns slots based on the required QoS. TDMA cluster-based MAC for VANETs (TC-MAC) [37] is another scheme where CH assigns different time slots to its one-hop CMs in order to provide fairness and decrease interference. The proposed MAC aims to achieve intra-cluster communications without collisions.
All aforementioned clustering algorithms, form one-hop VANET clusters. One-hop clusters have smaller coverage range, leading to transient cluster membership and frequent clusters reconstruction due to vehicle movement. Multi-hop clusters for VANETs can display better stability, reduce maintenance costs, and increase routing efficiency. Only a few VANET multi-hop clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature.
Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm (HCA) [38] is a fast randomized clustering and scheduling algorithm. HCA does not use GPS to locate vehicles; instead it gathers instant connectivity information from neighboring vehicles. Cluster size in this algorithm is limited to a maximum of 2 hops. HCA builds clusters at a first stage and postpones cluster adjustment to the maintenance stage instead of carefully selecting CHs. HCA does not consider mobility of vehicles; this is not realistic since HCA is executed as if vehicles were stationary. In [39] , a Modified Distributed Mobility-Adaptive Clustering (Modified DMAC) is presented. This algorithm proposes adjustments to DMAC [40] to avoid frequents clusters' reconstruction with VANET. Modified DMAC avoids forming clusters with vehicles which are moving in opposite directions. It uses time to live (TTL) parameter in messages for constructing multi-hop clusters. Although, modified DMAC displays good efficiency in simple scenarios, it does not make stable clusters. The reason is that it uses the maximum degree or lowest ID criteria to select CHs without consideration of mobility. In [41] , the authors proposed a distributed multi-hop clustering scheme for VANETs (DMCNF) based on a neighborhood concept, called ''neighborhood follow''. The neighborhood follow strategy consists of having vehicles follow the cluster membership of one of their one-hop neighbors based on three factors: relative mobility, historical cluster membership information and number of followers. In DMCNF, clusters tend to be rather large, which may impact negatively the network performance because of disconnections. Zhang et al. [42] introduced a multi-hop clustering algorithm which uses relative mobility between vehicles in multi-hop communication range as a metric. In this algorithm, similar to ours, each CM selects its CHs in at most N hops distance. Each node calculates beacon delays received from its N hops nodes, aggregates the calculated delays and propagates them back to other nodes. A node with the smallest aggregate delay, introduces itself as a cluster head. Cluster stability is improved with delaying the reconstruction of clusters when two CHs meet each other within an N hop range. The main drawback of this algorithm is the messaging overhead, in terms of clustering control messages, which might degrade the network performance. In [43] , a vehicular multi-hop algorithm for stable clustering (VMaSC) is presented. This algorithm tries to create stable clusters by selecting vehicles with the least mobility as CHs. For this purpose, vehicles calculate the aggregate mobility by computing the average of the relative speed of neighboring vehicles within their N hops communication range. This algorithm has the same drawback as the N-hop scheme, proposed in [42] , (i.e. overhead in terms of clustering control messages) while displaying a performance in terms of cluster stability. In this work we compare the stability and clustering overhead of our clustering algorithm, DHCV, to those of VMaSC.
None of the proposed VANET multi-hop clustering schemes [38] , [39] , [41] - [43] addressed transmission scheduling. In this work, we compare the performance of DHCV multi-hop transmission scheduling algorithm, to that of vehicular deterministic medium access control (VDA) [44] . VDA aims at decreasing transmission delay and reducing packet collisions by scheduling transmissions within two hop neighborhood. In VDA, scheduling occurs in contention-free period durations which are negotiated between vehicles in the same neighborhood.
III. CLOUD FORMATION
In this section, we describe the clustering algorithm which we propose for VC formation.
Clustering techniques have been proposed to make communication in VANETs more robust and scalable by grouping nodes in a geographical vicinity together. In order to decrease re-clustering caused by nodes mobility, which usually causes overhead in VANETs, clustering techniques should be designed in a way to prevent clustering changes as much as possible. Consequently, cluster stability is a key factor to maintain a predictable network performance, reduce clustering overhead, data losses and routing overhead. Cluster stability can be measured using different metrics, such as CM duration, CH duration, and number of CH changes [41] , [42] . Most existing contributions related to clustering algorithms in VANETs are based on one-hop communication where CH and CM can communicate directly (see section II). Small coverage of one-hop clusters leads to an increase in the number of CHs. This can raise communication costs when communication beyond the cluster small range is necessary. A multi-hop clustering algorithm can extend the communication coverage between vehicles in the same cluster and reduce the number of CHs and subsequently the number of clusters. In multi-hop clusters, CMs can get connected to their CHs over other neighboring CMs; this gives CHs more flexibility to move while staying in the same cluster [41] . Moreover, multi-hop clusters make it possible to assign different frequency bands to different clusters. This decreases channel interference among the clusters. Therefore, multi-hop clustering algorithms can provide frequency reuse improvements.
To build multi-hop clusters in VANETs, we propose a scheme based on D-cluster algorithms [45] . D-cluster algorithms are clustering algorithms which form D-hop dominating set clusters, where each CM is at most D hops away from its CH [46] - [48] . The proposed scheme, DHCV, is a distributed D-hop clustering algorithm which uses relative mobility information to construct stable clusters in VANETs. DHCV is run by each vehicle in a distributed manner. When DHCV terminates, a vehicle (node) is either CH or is at most D communication hops away from its CH. To group vehicles into different clusters, each vehicle selects its CH. DHCV makes use of speed and location differences of vehicles as metrics to model relative mobility in D-hop communication range. For this purpose, we suppose that vehicles use WAVE standard to broadcast periodically their speed and location, acquired through GPS, to vehicles in their onehop distance [27] . Due to mobility of vehicles in VANETs, cluster membership must be maintained in a timely fashion, as vehicles move away from their CHs. The key idea of the algorithm is to combine both logical and physical partitions of the network (i.e. functional relation between nodes and geographic proximity), as well as the relative mobility between vehicles to increase the stability in clusters. Thus, our D-hop clustering may result in variable size clusters based on the mobility features of vehicles.
Before describing DHCV, let us define the following terms.
• Current Node (CN): A node that tries to find and select CH up to D-hops away.
• Chosen Neighbor Node i (CNN i ): it is a direct neighbour selected by CNN i−1 . CNN i is selected as a direct neighbor with least relative mobility to CNN i−1 . CNN 0 is CN.
• Degree of connectivity: the number of edges emanating from CNNi. An edge represents a communication link between CNNi and a neighboring node in its communication range.
• Potential Cluster Head i (PCH i ): it is the CNNj with the maximum degree among the set CNN j : Initialization: At the beginning, each node sets its own node id to its PCH 0 id.
RealtiveMax:
Once a node has received beacon messages from all neighboring nodes, it calculates its relative mobility with them and chooses a vehicle with the least relative mobility. The node also checks the chosen node's (CNN 1 ) degree of connectivity (degree). If CNN 1 has bigger degree, then it can be a potential CH; in this case, the node sets its PCH 1 id to the id of CNN 1 , unless PCH 1 and PCH 0 have the same id. Whenever the degree of CNN 1 is equal to CN and CNN 1 has a lower speed compared to CN, CN will also change its PCH 1 id to the id of CNN 1 , unless no change in PCH id is needed. As 2 nd hop, CN selects the node (as CNN 2 ) which has the least relative mobility with the already selected 1 st hop. The node compares its PCH 1 degree with the degree of the 2 nd hop. If the degree of the 2 nd node is higher (i.e. has better connectivity), then CN, sets its PCH 2 id to the id of the 2 nd hop, unless PCH 2 and PCH 1 have the same id. Whenever the degree of CNN i (i ≥ 2) is equal to PCH i−1 , CN sets its PCH i id to the id of CNN which has the smallest deviation from the speed mean. This process continues for D hops. The rationale behind selecting vehicles one by one in each hop is to find the strongest communication links (to increase the clustering stability) and decrease the number of exchanged messages to avoid congestion. Each node keeps a logged entry of results of each hop and at the conclusion of the RelativeMax, the last chosen PCHnodes (from PCH arrays) are elected CHs in the network. Fig. 1 shows the operations executed by a node that runs DHCV.
There are certain scenarios where the following exceptions should be considered:
Exception 1: the algorithm generates CM that has no link to its desired CH without passing through another cluster. In this case, CM selects the 2 nd to last PCH node from its array (PCH D−1 instead of PCH D ) to be its CH. If connection to the 2 nd to last PCH is not available, the node selects CNN 1 's CH, to be its CH.
Exception 2: the algorithm generates CH which has already been selected as CM in another cluster. Therefore, CN selects a CH (called CHi), and CHi has already chosen another CH for itself (called CHj). In this case, CHj will be chosen as CH for the current vehicle, provided that CHj, is at-most D-Hops away. Else, the vehicle choses CHi as its CH, as determined by the general process for CH selection. Furthermore, CHi selects itself as its own CH (reverting its previous choice of CHj as its CH).
Exception 3: the algorithm selects CH that has no CMs. In this case, CH introduces itself as CM and selects CNN 1 's CH as its own CH. If CNN 1 is CH, CM selects it as CH. Fig. 2 shows the clusters constructed by DHCV in a sample configuration of 14 nodes; three CHs are selected, namely nodes 1, 6, and 10. The values shown in the table (Fig. 2) are identities of the nodes shown in the graph. The number next to a node represents the normalized speed of the node, and the weight under a link represents the normalized relative mobility between the two end nodes of the link. The formed clusters are shown circled. For better understanding, we describe the operations executed by node 3 to select its CH in 8 steps. In the 1 st step, node 3, at the initialization phase, selects its own id as the PCH 0 id. In the 2 nd step, as shown in the table, node 3 chooses node 2 in the first hop (as CNN 1 ) since node 2 has the least relative mobility with node 3. Also, in PCH array, node 3 selects node 2 as its own PCH 1 , as node 2 has a lower speed compared to itself (3 rd step). In the 4 th step, node 3 chooses node 1 as 2 nd hop (or CNN 2 ) and selects node 1 as its own PCH 2 (5 th step), since node 1 has a higher degree compared to the degree of node 2 (PCH 1 ). In the 3 rd hop (6 th step), node 3 chooses node 4 (as CNN 3 ) but does not change its PCH id as the degree of node 1 is higher than the degree of node 4 (7 th step); PCH 3 and PCH 2 have the same id. The last chosen PCH (here PCH 3 ) is CH (8 th step).
Maintenance: Vehicles execute the procedure of selecting CH at renewal intervals (RI). RI can be chosen empirically. The maintenance phase is executed at the start of RI to maintain cluster membership. Vehicles perform a verification task during maintenance for a verification interval (VI) [41] ; in this interval, CMs verify that connections with their corresponding CH are still up; If the connection is lost, then CM selects its 2 nd to the last PCH choice as its primary CH. Whenever the 2 nd choice is not available, CM chooses a neighboring node which has the least relative mobility with it (CNN 1 ). When choosing CNN 1 , the D-hop limitation should also be considered. In the worst-case scenario, where no maintenance is possible, CM runs the algorithm from the start (initialization phase). It is worth noting that only vehicles which have lost connections need to do re-runs of the clustering algorithm. In the rest of this section we present the proposed mobility metrics (subsection A) and messaging complexity (subsection B) of DHCV.
A. MOBILITY METRICS
Mobility metrics can be used to characterize vehicles' mobility level. We assume each vehicle knows its speed and position through GPS. Every vehicle is designed to broadcast a beacon message, with encapsulated speed and location information, to its neighboring nodes for every beacon interval. Whenever a neighboring vehicle receives a beacon message, it computes relative mobility with the beacon's originator; it chooses the node with the least relative mobility. The maximum permitted number of hops from each node is also encapsulated in the beacon message to control the maximum distance in terms of hops (D) between CH and CM. In this algorithm, we combine the speed and position differences between neighboring nodes to calculate the relative mobility between two vehicles. It is worth mentioning that relative speed and relative position are the two common mobility metrics which can be used to predict and represent relative positions of vehicles.
In our algorithm, to calculate relative mobility between vehicles, each node calculates the speed and location differences with all of its neighbors. For example, vehicle X calculates its location difference D XY t (see Equation 1) and speed difference V XY t (see Equation 5 ) with each vehicle Y , in its neighborhood (X ), that is moving in the same direction. In all equations, t denotes the time instant when the algorithm runs.
Let D XY t , denotes the distance between node X and node Y (one of the neighboring nodes of X ). where G X t and G Y t represent the locations of nodes X and Y at time t acquired through GPS, respectively. D XYN t is the normalized value of D XY t :
In Equation (2) we use a value, named Communication Distance (CD). Where CD is the maximum effective communication range (e.g. 300m).
V X t and V Y t differentiate nodes which are moving in different directions:
In Equations (3) and (4), V X t (resp. V Y t ) represents the speed of node X (resp. Y ) at time t and θ is the velocity vector angel between X and Y . θ is zero when the vehicles are moving in the same direction; otherwise, θ is 180.
V XY t is the speed difference between node X and node Y :
V XYN t is the normalized value of V XY t :
In Equation (6), we use a value called Legal Speed Range (LSR) for normalization that represents the difference between maximum and minimum allowed speeds on the road. Vehicles can have LSR through their integrated GPS.
After V XYN t and D XYN t computation, vehicle X calculates the relative mobility with its neighboring nodes as follows:
where RM XY t is the relative mobility between X , Y . α, β values are defined as distance and speed factors, respectively. These values are to be determined such that the metrics can have equal importance.
Then, vehicle X chooses a vehicle (denoted by C X ) that has the least relative mobility (minimum value) with it. This value has to be lower than a threshold, Th m of relative mobility:
where a mob is the average value of the speed information that node X received, from its neighboring nodes, and δ mob is the corresponding standard deviation. K is constant and can be changed based on the desired cluster stability.
B. MESSAGE COMPLEXITY

Theorem 1. The proposed D-hop clustering algorithm has messaging complexity of O(2 + D (N − 1)).
Proof: D denotes for the numbers of steps that each node needs to proceed in order to select its CH and N is the number of nodes in the network. Based on the proposed algorithm, each vehicle transmits at most D clustering messages to its neighboring vehicles which might be N − 1 (maximum). Moreover, 2 extra clustering messages need to be transmitted to CNN 1 : (1) CNN 1 selection; and (2) CH selection. We assume that the network has the feature of unit disk graph (UDG) [49] ; thus, each node can have at most 5 independent neighbors [49] . Consequently, the considered number of vehicles to calculate the messaging complexity should follow the same rule.
IV. TRANSMISSION SCHEDULING
The intelligent transportation society of America suggested the adoption of a single standard for physical (PHY) and MAC layers of architecture and suggested one advanced standard based on 802.11 (called 802.11p) [1] . The channel access mechanism in 802.11p is based on enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) which was adopted in IEEE 802.11e. It includes back-off which consists of using fixed and random waiting times to access the channel. The fixed VOLUME 4, 2016 waiting time is the number of slots given by the parameter arbitration inter-frame spacing (AIFS) number. The random waiting time is the number of slots derived from contention window (CW). The CW initial size is given by factor CWmin. When a transmission fails, the CW size will be doubled till reaching the maximum size given by the parameter CWmax. In random access MAC protocols (CSMA\CA), nodes contend in the communication medium to transmit data. Hence, data collisions, namely access interference, are possible. Interference occurs because there are multiple active transmission links in a network. Interference affects the capacity of links. In the presence of interference, there are packet drops and sometimes interference may lead to deactivation of communication links. Also, in the context of traffic engineering in VANET, the notation of traffic matrices cannot be computed since vehicles are highly dynamic and their traffic exchanges are almost impossible to be known.
In this section, we propose mathematical optimization models to realize contention free transmission (CFT) scheduling [50] . We are interested in transmission scheduling in multi-hop VC scenarios. First, we make use of DHCV to construct multi-hop clouds. Then, we use our optimization solution to decide, for each cloud, which sets of communication links to activate and the activation periods; the objective is to maximize data delivery and minimize delay from CMs to broker. Broker is responsible to perform the transmission scheduling based on the physical knowledge of the network provided by CMs (cloud members or cluster members).
A. NOTATIONS
In the following, the terms vehicle and node are used interchangeably. The VANET topology is modeled by a set of nodes V , v ∈ V and the set of links E, e ∈ E. The originating node of link e, a (e), is the transmitter and the terminating node of link e, b(e), is the receiver node. e = vw, v, w ∈ V represents a link between nodes v and w and a (e) = v, b (e) = w.vw ∈ Ee wv The set of links outgoing from and incoming to node v are denoted by δ + (v) and δ − (v) respectively, and the set of all the links incident to node v is defined as
We assume that P vw is the transmitting power from node v to node w (we can also represent it in dBm scale withp vw ). A communication link can transmit if it satisfies the signal to noise ratio (SNR) constraint [50] :
where γ is the SNR threshold and N is the noise power density.
In wireless networks, interference exists from various devices. For every link to be able to transmit, we define a new formula for the signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) as follows:
where A is a set of active nodes, A ⊆ V , and I vw is the interference sum which is received from other transmitting nodes. A link is activated means that the communication link is established. For link vw to be active, we should have ≥ γ .
B. OPTIMIZATION MODEL
We model our transmission scheduling in clustered VANETs through mixed integer programming (MIP). We define a common way of dealing with Max-Min flow allocation problem joined with VANET radio link modeling and a noncommon way of dealing with traffic uncertainty [50] . Moreover, column generation approach for the proposed MIP is presented [51] . We suggest using a single channel inside a cloud and neighboring clouds use different channels (10 MHz service channels in 802.11p). Thus, there will be no cochannel radio interference between neighboring clouds. We assume transmitters are contending for link capacities. When vehicles are in each other's vicinity, it would not be possible for all nodes to transmit simultaneously because of interference. We propose a solution on how to optimize the scheduling of the transmitting links in different periods to improve the network performance. In our optimization model, we accurately describe the transmission scheduling and our goal is to maximize the minimum flow by scheduling transmissions. The model is formulated with the concept of compatible set (CS). A CS is a set of links which can transmit concurrently within tolerable interference [51] - [53] . In the optimal solution, CSs are assigned specific periods to be active. Therefore, the links in those CSs can transmit for such optimized periods [54] .
For clarity, we divide this section into two different subsections. We first develop a binary integer programming (BIP) model to find different subsets of active links and, then a linear programming model which maximizes the delivered traffic flow.
1) LINK ACTIVATION (LA)
In this subsection, we propose solutions on how to optimize the set of communication links from CMs to broker that can communicate (be active) simultaneously [50] . Here, communication links are assigned a non-negative weight and the goal is to maximize the overall weight. The scheduling of transmissions can be realized by allocating optimized periods to different CSs. Therefore, LA problem is the main part for transmission scheduling and bandwidth allocations. In LA, we consider interference from other transmitters as additive noise.
We propose a BIP model for the LA problem as follows.
Input:
P a(e)b(e) the received power at node b when node a of link e is transmitting towards it.
v∈V P vb(e) the received power at node b from all other active nodes excluding node a. γ e SINR threshold defined for link e. N the noise power density.
Variables:
L e binary variable: to each link e, a variable L e is assigned; it specifies whether this link is active (takes value 1) or not (takes value 0). n v binary variable: to each node v, a variable n v is assigned; it specifies whether this node is active (takes value 1) or not (takes value 0).
Objective:
Maximize e L e , e ∈ ε (11)
Subjectto:
P a(e)b(e) N + v∈V \{a(e)} P vb(e)
≥ γ e , e ∈ ε (14)
The objective function (11) aims at maximizing the total number of active links. Constraint (12) ensures that only one link to node v can be active at each node. Constraint (13) guarantee that a node can be active when transmitting and its corresponding link is active. Constraint (14) ensures that Link e can be activated when SINR ratio of link e is higher than or equal to a specific threshold defined for that link. Constraint (14) should be considered when link L e is active. For this purpose, we multiply L e on both sides of the constraint. We also multiply n v by the denominator of the constraint, to only consider interference from active nodes:
Constraint (15) is not solvable as it is not linear (two integer variables are multiplied). It can be made linear by introducing big H notation [54] . H is big enough to help the cconstraint to be always satisfied whenever link e in not active.
2) FLOW SHARING
In this subsection, we propose solutions on how we can maximize data delivery from CMs to broker [50] . Data delivery passes through different subsets of active links in the previous subsection. Our objective is to maximize the minimum traffic flow (f ) on a route from CMs to broker. For this purpose we formulate Max-Min flow allocation problem. Max-Min flow allocation -For a given set of C i , i ∈ I , we define MIP model which maximizes the minimum traffic flow on a route by scheduling different sets of active links. This MIP model is a non-compact optimization model that consists of two optimization problems; (a) Master problem and (b) Sub-problem. After formulating each of these problems, we define an algorithm to solve our model. Let us first define notations that we will use in the definition of our proposed model; similar notations have been used elsewhere [51] , [54] .
Let r = {r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , ..r e } denote the number of routes traversing the corresponding link. Link capacity reservation variable is c = (c e : e ∈ ε). Compatible set (CS) is a set of active links; it is calculated by solving the LA problem (see above) with modifications in the objective function (subproblem). CS can be defined by ε i = {e ∈ ε; L e = 1} for any set of feasible link variable L e , e ∈ ε. We call subset C as compatible set C i , i ∈ I, (where I = {1, 2, . . . ., I }) C i , i ∈ I, (where I = {1, 2, . . . ., i}). I represents the set of indexes of compatible sets.
The Master problem and the sub-problem are defined as follows.
a: MASTER PROBLEM (MP)
The objective of MP is to maximize the minimum traffic flow.
Input:
D e the assigned date rate to link e. T the simulation time. r e the number of routes crossing the link e.
Variables: j e the optimal solution of dual problem. z i indicates the time during which C i (CS i) is actually used i∈I z i = T
Objective:
Maximize f
Subject to:
The objective function (17) aims at maximizing the minimum traffic flow (f ) on a route from CM to broker. Constraint (18) ensures that the total amount of data sent over link e (denoted br e f ) does not exceed the capacity c e or i∈I z i D ei , e ∈ ε, i ∈ I. The total amount of data that can be sent over link e during time T is equal to i∈I z i D ei =c e , where D ei = D if e ∈ C i , and D ei = 0 if not e ∈ C i , D ei is the rate assigned to link e in compatible set i. Constraint (19) divides the total time (T ) between operating sets C i , i ∈ I .
b: SUB PROBLEM (SP)
A CS is generated by solving the following optimization problem: VOLUME 4, 2016 Objective:
The objective function (20) aims at maximizing the total number of active links and is subject to constraints (12), (13) and (14) . Algorithm-Our proposed MIP model is solved by the algorithm below: 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of the DHCV cluster formation (subsection A) and transmission scheduling (subsection B). The mobility models used in the simulation were generated by SUMO [55] . Numerical results of the resolution of MIP model were obtained using Gurobi optimizer 6.0.5 [56] . We also used network simulator NS2 to evaluate our proposed transmission scheduling. A safe distance is considered so that a vehicle does not exceed the speed of the vehicle in front of it. The overtaking choice of the vehicle is determined by considering the speed limit, distance to the vehicle in front, density of vehicles and accelerationdeceleration characteristics of the vehicle.
A. CLOUD FORMATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate DHCV, we used the freeway and urban mobility models. The simulation scenario for the freeway model is constructed of four highway lanes. In the start point of simulation, the number of vehicles in the freeway model is 2 vehicles per kilometer per lane (8 vehicles per kilometer). In the urban scenario, the probability of moving forward is set to be 0.25 and the probability of moving left or right is set to be 0.75. Moreover, α and β selection is based on the network under consideration characteristics such as transmission range, legal speed range and average velocity. The other simulation parameters are illustrated in Table 1 . We compared DHCV to VMaSC [43] , [57] . VMaSC is a novel multi-hop clustering algorithm which uses relative mobility to construct clusters. The relative mobility in VMaSC is computed as the average of relative speed of all vehicles in the same direction. To evaluate DHCV, we consider the following metrics: (1) CH duration: is the time period from when a vehicle gets selected to be CH to when the vehicle leaves its CH role; (2) CM duration: is the time period from when a vehicle chooses to be CM of a cluster to when the vehicle leaves the cluster; (3) CH change number: is the number of vehicles whose role changes from CH to CM during one simulation experiment; (4) Number of clusters: is the number of constructed clusters when the clustering algorithm terminates; (5) Message overhead: is the extra information piggybacked on exchanged beacon messages to construct clusters; and (6) Cluster construction time: is the time required to construct clusters. Fig. 3 shows the average CH duration for different values of D (i.e. D=2, 3 and 4) when varying speeds of vehicles. CH duration is one of the metrics to demonstrate the stability of the clusters. We observe that the average CH duration increases with the maximum number of hops (D). As D value increases, CH coverage area gets larger; this coverage area makes it possible for CMs to have a higher probability to reach their CHs through other CMs. Therefore, CHs can maintain their role for longer periods. We also observe that the average CH duration decreases as the speed increases. When vehicles move faster, the topology changes increase; this makes it difficult for CHs to keep their roles. CHs in VMaSC are vehicles which have the least average of relative speed with their neighbors in the predefined number of hops. This causes CHs in VMaSC to have weak connectivity with their CMs. Nevertheless, in DHCV, each CM tries to establish the best individual connection links to its desired CH. Therefore, DHCV outperforms, in terms of CH duration, VMaSC under different mobility conditions; this is more noticeable in the highway scenario where vehicles don't change their moving directions. For example, with D=3 in highway scenario, the average out-performance of DHCV over VMaSC is about 40%.
1) CLUSTER HEAD DURATION
2) CLUSTER MEMBER DURATION
CM duration is also a metric to evaluate the stability of constructed clusters. Fig. 4 shows that the average CM duration increases as D increases. For example, when D increase from 2 to 4, the average CM duration increases by about 15%. This is expected as larger clusters (i.e. with bigger D) make it possible for CMs to reach their CHs through other neighbouring members without leaving the cluster. Fig. 4 also shows that the average CM duration decreases when the maximum speed of vehicles increases; vehicles change their assigned clusters faster whenever they have higher mobility. We also observe that, with VMaSC, the average CM duration is smaller than with DHCV. This can be explained by the fact that CMs in VMaSC select their CHs from the ordered list of CHs (which advertise themselves) based on the average relative speed; however, vehicles with the least average relative speed (advertising CHs) might not be CHs which have the least relative mobility with their CMs; indeed, advertising CHs have the least relative speed with other neighboring vehicles which are in their predefined allowed hop distance. In DHCV, CMs select CHs which have the least relative mobility with them.
3) CLUSTER HEAD CHANGE NUMBER
CH change number is also a metric which is indicative of cluster stability; indeed, the smaller the number of CH changes, the better the stability. Fig. 5 shows the average CH change number for urban and highway scenarios. We observe that CH change number decreases as D increases. This is because larger clusters provide better moving flexibility for CMs while still belonging to the same cluster. We also observe that CH change number increases when vehicles move faster and topology becomes more dynamic. Fig. 5 also shows CH change numbers in VMaSC is higher than DHCV. This can be explained by the fact that with DHCV the relative mobility between CMs in a cluster is individually chosen when choosing CH and forming a cluster. Moreover, DHCV considers the location differences along with speed differences in relative mobility for selecting the chosen nodes; this feature increases the cluster life time and decreases the cluster head change number. Fig. 6 shows the number of constructed clusters for different values of D. We observe that the number of constructed clusters decreases as the maximum allowed number of hops (D) increases; larger clusters, generally, can cover more vehicles. We also observe that the number of constructed clusters with VMaSC is smaller than with DHCV. This is expected, since in DHCV, each CM selects its CH (with the minimum relative mobility) based on its neighbor's relative mobility.
4) NUMBER OF CLUSTERS
Therefore, selected CHs in DHCV can be even in direct communication range of each other. Although, in VMaSC, CHs cannot be in direct communication range of each other and need rather to be separated by at least D hops. Therefore, the number of selected CHs in DHCV is higher compared to VMaSC resulting in a higher number of clusters. Although larger clusters can, in general, improve the cluster stability, the larger cluster size in VMaSC is rather a result from the limited possible choices of CHs, rather than from choices related to better cluster stability. DHCV forms in the scenarios simulated, smaller, more stable clusters based solely on mobility factors as defined with its metrics (see Figs. 3-5 ).
5) MESSAGE OVERHEAD
To construct clusters, DHCV piggyback clustering information (i.e. overhead) in beacon messages. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the overhead for different values of D and different numbers of vehicles (highway scenario). To estimate overhead, we assume that vehicles can communicate if they are in communication range of each other. We observe that the overhead generated by VMaSC is much higher than with DHCV. This can be explained by the fact that in DHCV, to construct clusters, vehicles need to communicate only with their CNNs while in VMaSC vehicles need to communicate with all of their neighboring vehicles in their multi-hop communication range.
We also observe that the overhead increases with D. This is expected as the vehicles need to transmit more messages to exchange clustering information with their surroundings vehicles as D increases. Fig. 8 shows the cluster construction time for different values of D and different numbers of vehicles. We observe that the cluster construction time only changes for small size networks (i.e. less than 20 vehicles), where 3 or 4 hop clusters may not get fully constructed. Fig. 8 also shows that the cluster construction time increases as D increases; larger clusters. This can be explained by the fact that more messages need to be exchanged between vehicles to cover larger areas in order to construct larger size clusters. We also observe that DHCV outperforms VMaSC; this is expected as in VMaSC, vehicles need to communicate with the neighboring vehicles in their multi-hop communication range; whereas, in DHCV, each vehicle needs to just communicate with its CNNs.
6) CLUSTER CONSTRUCTION TIME
B. TRANSMISSION SCHEDULING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this subsection, the proposed optimization scheduling model is compared to CSMA/CA and VDA [44] , in terms of delivered throughput and achieved delay in delivering packets. VDA is a deterministic medium access control which schedules transmissions in contention-free period durations within a two-hop neighborhood. We used two vehicular networks with different densities, low and high, in a three highway lanes. The number of vehicles in low and high density networks are 2 and 12 vehicles per kilometer per lane, respectively. The transmitting power is the same for all vehicles, that is 5 mw or in logarithmic scale 7 dBm. We also assume the case 802.11p operating with an OFDM PHY in 5.9 GHZ band. The other simulation parameters are given in Table 2 .
Clouds are formed beforehand and brokers and CMs are selected using DHCV; each CM is at most two-hops away from a broker (D=2) and CMs always have data to send. In our optimization scheduling model, brokers take the responsibility of scheduling in the network, while in VDA, scheduling is based on negotiations between vehicles in a two-hop neighborhood. To evaluate our transmission scheduling scheme, we consider the following metrics: (1) the average throughput: is the average amount of data which is delivered from CMs to broker during the simulation time; (2) the average end to end delay: is the average delay in delivering packets from CMs to broker. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the average throughput for different values of the offered load. We observe the average throughput increases as the offered load increases. This is expected as data delivery increases with the offered load. We also observe that our scheduling model outperforms VDA and CSMA/CA under different densities. This can be explained by the fact that (1) in our model, transmission links have been optimally scheduled in order to decrease the interference; in CSMA/CA and VDA interference deteriorate the channel condition; and (2) broker in our model is responsible for broadcasting the transmission scheduling information in the formed clouds, therefore the hidden node problem can be alleviated; the hidden node problem causes collision in CSMA/CA and VDA. This achievement is more noticeable in high-density scenario rather than low-density scenario; the interference and hidden node problems have more impact on the network in high-density scenario. Fig.9 also shows that CSMA/CA has the lowest performance compared to VDA and our scheduling model; the reason is that each transmitter in CSMA/CA senses the channel before transmitting; lots of packets are queued to avoid collisions. Fig. 10 shows the average end to end delay for different values of the offered load. We observe that the delay decreases as the offered load increases. This decrease is higher in our scheduling model. The reason for the lower delay decrease, in VDA and CSMA/CA, is having higher contentions as the offered load increases. The transmitters in CSMA/CA schedule transmissions in their sensing range. Therefore, contentions can happen as vehicles transmit without considering transmitting vehicles that are not in sensing range of themselves. Whenever the vehicles sense the collisions, they choose a random back off which results in increased delay in delivering packets. This random back off increases when the channel is sensed busy.
1) THROUGHPUT
2) END TO END DELAY
Although the random back off problem has been solved in VDA, the hidden node and interference problems still remain and cause collisions and delay in delivering packets. These problems are addressed in our model by having a transmission scheduler (broker) that integrates the physical condition of the network in scheduling. This comes, of course, at the expense of having to use a clustering scheme prior to scheduling. Fig. 10 also shows that the delay in delivering packet increases as the number of vehicles increases. This can be explained by the fact that the waiting time to access the medium increases as the network gets denser.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed solutions on how to provide efficient vehicles service delivery by using VC. Here, VC is constructed of autonomous vehicles that cooperate with each other to enable DaaS for authorized users outside of the VC. These data are gathered from mounted sensors on the vehicles. To achieve this goal, a novel distributed clustering algorithm (called DHCV) is proposed to construct clouds of vehicles. DHCV constructs stable variable size clouds depending on vehicles mobility and their distributions on the road. DHCV organizes vehicles into D-hop non-overlapping clouds according to their relative mobility. After the cloud construction, a novel VC based transmission scheduling is presented to provide a contention free transmission scheduling for CMs to access the medium. For the purposes of scheduling, a non-compact mathematical optimization model is introduced which addresses the Max-Min flow allocation problem. The proposed scheduling improves the service delivery in terms of throughput and delay.
As future work, we aim to investigate solutions on how to treat better with interference inside each VC by using multi decoders. This approach may improve the service delivery by increasing the active links which can transmit simultaneously without interfering each other.
